
Checklist of Explanations for the Team
Prior to the Chrysalis Three Days

1. Explain the Send Off procedures (announcements, calling off individual names, or if
applause is encouraged). If names are called aloud, be sure to call the ALDs first to lead
the way. Call the rest of the Conference Room Team members’ names mixed in the list of
participants’ names.

2. Explain the procedure by which table assignments are made on the morning of Day One,
how Table Leaders are introduced, and how rotation is carried out at the tables before
each talk.
• The adult Table Leader sits at the table facing the speaker. The youth Table Leader sits

with his or her back to the speaker. The two Table Leaders are the only persons who
do not rotate seats. All other members rotate seats before each talk.

• Introduce Table Leaders as the tables are assigned and then explain the role of Table
Leader.

• The adult will be called first to the table and then the youth Table Leader. The rest of
the Conference Room Team will be introduced during the opening talk.

• When team members call out their name and table during these three days, the table
reference is to their table assignment during this particular Chrysalis, including those
assigned to the Servants’ Table (or back table).

3. Walk through team members’ participation at Closing.
• The whole team will be introduced by the area they served on during the three days

(such as Table Leaders, Agape, Kitchen).
• Two youth team members will model the sharing at Closing.
• Remind everyone that the invitation to share at Closing is addressed only to the par-

ticipants.

4. Introduce the kitchen servers at the first meal; at each subsequent meal introduce only
new servers. The servers state their name, church home, the number of their Chrysalis or
Emmaus experience, and table name.

5. State the time and place of the Sponsors’ Hour and Parents’ Meeting (if one is to be held).

6. Explain the way ALDs will notify each speaker to dress and proceed to the chapel, intro-
duce each talk (using the title and Youth/Adult or Spiritual Director), set up the speaker’s
visual aids, and lead each speaker into the conference room.
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CHRYSALIS DIRECTORS' MANUALS
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